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exiles to guerrilla-warfare training at places like Banister’s 
camp outside New Orleans.

Now, where would you lodge a group of guerillas who had 
just come from a week of combat training in the swamps? 
At your mother’s house? No, you would need to have a safe 
house. A secure place that was basically empty so it could 
be used as needed for a stopover. A place just like the apart-
ment across the street from Ferrie, close to the operation, 
but far from high-traffic areas where it might attract unwant-
ed attention. All of which made me wonder if our neighbor 
Miguel might not have been “part of the scenery,” an artifact 
of the underground Cuban railroad left in position to keep an 
eye on things, and to make sure no one got too curious about 
the apartment building where those terrible men did horrible 
things to those animals.
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